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Figure 1. Results for Exp.1. (a) Mean estimated sizes for the different diameters for ASD individuals, TD adults, and TD children. The black dashed line indicates the real physical size. (b) The mean estimation bias (see text for details) is shown for the three groups. Estimations were biased towards the individual mean of estimations more for TD adults and the typically developing children than for the ASD individuals. (c) Weber’s fractions, computed as the within-subject SDs of estimations divided by the mean estimations for each size, are depicted as a function of the circler diameters, for the two groups. Adherence to Weber was indicated by the constancy of the coefficient of variation, normalized to the perceived magnitude. Weber fractions remained constant across the different sizes, as predicted by Weber, for the TD children and adults, but not for those with ASD. Error bars indicate 95% within-subjects CI.
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Figure 2. Results for Exp. 2. Psychometric functions, plotting the proportion of trials in which participants reported the comparison as heavier, as a function of weight of the comparisons. The different functions refer to the four standards. (a) Data for a representative TD participant. (b) Data for a representative individual diagnosed with ASD. (c) All data for the typical group pooled (n = 11). (d) All data for the ASD group pooled (n = 12). The shaded gray areas in each graph signify JNDs for standards of 300 and 450 g. (e) JNDs increased linearly with weight only for the TD group. (f) Weber’s fractions were computed as the ratio of the JNDs to the PSEs (JNDs/PSEs), computed for each weight for each participant. These fractions did not remain constant as a function of weight for ASD, violating Weber. (g) PSEs demonstrated accurate perception in both groups. As in the visual estimation task, TD adults showed a subtle tendency to underestimate the standard weights. Error bars in e-f indicate standard errors.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Individual Psychometric functions for the TD group.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 2. Individual Psychometric functions for the ASD group.
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Figure 3. Results for Exp. 3. (a) Psychometric functions, plotting the proportion of trials for which participants reported the comparison as heavier, as a function of the brightness of the standards. Both groups were affected by the illusion, overestimating the weight of the white standard and underestimating the weight of the black standard. (b) Both groups exhibited larger PSEs for the white standard and smaller PSEs for the black standard, compared to the gray control standard. (c) Only the TD group demonstrated scaling of the JNDs to the perceived weight, in adherence to Weber’s law. Individuals with ASD exhibited constant JNDs across the perceived weights.
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Appendix 1—figure 1. Exp. 1 results - raw estimations. (a) The standard deviations (JNDs) of the raw estimations as a function of the diameters for ASD individuals, TD adults, and TD children. (b) Weber’s fractions, computed as the within-subject SDs of estimations divided by the physical sizes, remained constant across the different sizes, as predicted by Weber, for the TD groups only. Error bars indicate 95% within-subjects CI.
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